CNG IS AMERICAN

Natural gas vehicles (NVG) can reduce America’s foreign oil dependency. NGVs, using
America’s vast abundance of domestic natural gas, are our best answer for reducing foreign oil
dependence and increasing energy and national security.

Almost all of the natural gas we use comes from right here in North America. Conversely, 60%
of the oil we use is imported.

We export about $1.7 billion a day to pay for foreign oil, adding to our trade deficit and
weakening the dollar. By using domestic natural gas, we strengthen both our nation’s economy
and energy security — keeping jobs and revenues at home.

The simple truth about America’s foreign oil.
- America imports nearly 70% of the petroleum it uses. 1
- The 14.3 million barrels per day of oil utilized by the U.S. transportation sector exceeds
2
the total oil consumption of any other single country in the world.
- State-controlled national oil companies (NOCs) hold most of the world’s oil and gas
reserves. The six largest NOCs have 10 times the reserves of the top six privately owned
companies, at least 75%. And by some estimates as much as 90% of all oil and natural gas
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reserves are held by national oil companies that are either partially or fully controlled by
sovereign governments – which often do not have the same incentives as profit-maximizing
3
firms to supply oil to the market.
- Replacing 3.5 million heavy-duty vehicles with natural gas vehicles by 2035 would save
more than 1.2 million barrels of oil per day, which is more than we imported from either
4
Venezuela or Saudi Arabia in 2009.
- With a transportation system fueled by diverse and secure energy supplies, the United
States can fundamentally reduce its dangerous dependence on a global oil market that is
5
shaped by cartel economics and foreign political agendas.

American energy dollars better spent

In February 2010, the U.S. spent $24.6 billion on imported oil. 6 If not burdened by this addiction,
what could our country have done?
- We could have hired over 364,000 new teachers.
- We could have funded highway repairs for nearly 7 years.
- We could have built 32,407 new elementary schools.
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Clear Sky CNG is Oklahoma City's premier CNG conversion company serving the entire state
of Oklahoma. Compressed Natural Gas vehicles are a cost efficient alternative to regular
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gasoline vehicles. At Clear Sky CNG we offer both bi-fuel and dedicated platforms. We also do
custom configurations to meet your exact needs for your industry.

We have already helped several dealerships and would also like to help you with your
customers that are demanding CNG vehicles.

So if you are looking for a place to get your CNG conversions done then look no further than
Clear Sky CNG right here in the heart of Oklahoma City.
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